
Dear UN Official:

In reality my life has defined the indigenous struggle against the criminal occupying government of
what is called the Corporation of the United States of America. Since 1992 I have lived as a stateless
person due to my attempt to expose human trafficking being carried out at all levels by the
government of the Corporation of the United States. Unbelievably what at the beginning (1995)
believed to have been a simple clerical error which should have been easily fixed, turned into an event
which exposed the criminality of the US Government and destroyed my life and has been ignored at all
levels for almost 30 years. My own investigations have concluded that the Child Protective Services
(CPS) system in the United States is literally engaged in the stealing and selling of children not only to
individuals but to government agencies for human experimentation and anyone else for any reason.

As it has violated every treaty allowing it to remain on the territory of my lands by birthright I do not
recognize the Corporation of the United States of America as a legitimate country or state as its own
actions have shown, both internally and externally for hundreds of years, it has no regard for the rule
of law and operates only on the principle of force and manipulation. Its international criminal body,
the so-called Central Intelligence Agency, whose task is to violate the sovereignty of the countries and
peoples of the world, has attempted to silence me almost all of my life and has manipulated the
United Nations and every international body which logically should have helped me and my family.
Given the fact that I am a native American my life is a microcosm of the Indigenous struggle and the
continuing genocide by the Catholic Church and the Anglo-Saxon barbarians.

Given that the international criminal William Burns (former illegal CIA COS in Moscow), who illegally
revoked my US passport in 2007 while telling me: “Close your fucking site” and lying and labelling me a
deadbeat dad when I was struggling to raise my children on my own here in Russia, is now the Director
of the CIA there are even more reasons to fear for the safety of my family.

As the United Nations is the only international organization that pretends to support refugees I am
once again forced to attempt to contact you although in the past all such attempts have never been
successful in obtaining the humanitarian assistance I have requested multiple times in the past as I am
an Asylee from the United States of America who has asylum in Russia.

As the former lead announcer for the CIA liquidated Voice of Russia World Service in English I have
faced historic levels of retribution for my journalistic work but the CIA and their Israeli partners have
targeted my family as well including my son who also had asylum but unlike me was not experienced
in avoiding compromising situations and was sent to prison for five years and lost his asylum in a
standard Russian narcotics frame-up which was widespread at the time against journalists. This was
after I was threatened with a fabricated criminal case by one of my editors for my reporting on the
Ukraine.

While my son was in Russia I tried in vain to get the Russian authorities to investigate but they would
not, with the judge in the case telling me that if she found him innocent 43 investigators would go to
prison for his false arrest. Although my son had lost his asylum the Russian Government was ready to
allow him to stay under my care but he decided after five years in prison that there was no future for
him here in Russia and he went back to the USA where he had been born even though he had lived in
Russia since the age of four.



Apparently my son, John Anthony Robles III, has been active in helping Russians enter the USA and in
seeking asylum, having lived most of his life as a refugee he seeks to help those in the same situation.
However he does not understand nor does he want to believe the danger he was in and is in for
having had asylum in Russia and now for helping Russians stay in the USA. He already spent 5 years of
his life in a Russian prison for my journalistic work and now the CIA and their Israeli partners have
gone after him again as they have not been successful in “getting” me. This is understandable and I
was expecting blowback for publishing an article regarding the liquidation of the Voice of Russia World
Service on December 22, 2022 on my site jar2.com which the US Government cannot shut down but I
did not believe nor did I even consider the fact that they would try to kill him which is what has
happened.

On December 31st at 23:45 I attempted to contact my son on social media to wish him a happy new
year and received a message from him in which he was bloody and in an emergency room. He was
going in and out of consciousness and only explained to me what had happened a couple days later.
According to him he was riding on his motorcycle when a car hit him from behind, then the car hit him
again running him into a wall. After that he lost consciousness and is currently in serious condition in a
hospital somewhere in Los Angeles texting me when he regains consciousness. The culprit left the
scene and no one has been arrested and as far as I have been able to find out the attempted murder is
not being investigated at all, pointing to the involvement of the CIA and the US Government. I note
that these kinds of “accidents” are practiced by FBI teams of which I was also a victim in 1989 in what
is called “gang-stalking”.

Given my article(s) and past experience with the animals who did this and the number of other
journalists they have already killed, I am certain this was a targeted attack and a New Year’s gift for
me for my efforts in exposing the truth, in particular about the Western Intelligence involvement in
the liquidation of the Voice of Russia World Service. I have run what is now the only real leak site and
911 truth site in the world on my own servers from the Russian Federation since 1998 in fact, and it
was with the words “Close your f@cking site” that the US Government (William Burns) revoked my
passport in 2007 leaving me stateless. It is important to note that it was William Burns himself who is
now the Director of the CIA who revoked my passport in 2007 and told me to close my f@cking site.
Given that I publish lists of CIA and MI6 agents this is understandable. I have been in exile since 1995.
On my site I host material exposing the 911 false flag and unlike WikiLeaks which appeared years after
my site, have always posted all leaks in their entirety without editing or asking the US Government for
permission first.

I ask you to take whatever measures you can to ensure that the US Government does not finish the
job of killing my son.

John Anthony Robles II

Publisher and Owner of JAR2.com

Former Lead Announcer and Investigative Journalist on the Voice of Russia World Service

Officially recognized refugee and first Asylee in Russia from the USA




